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Central Coordination of National Organ Retrieval Services 
Phase 1 Proposal 

 
 
Background: 
 
A number of issues have been identified in relation to the coordination of the National 
Organ Retrieval Services.  There are known cases where teams have been 
requested and dispatched by Specialist Nurses according to the zonal rota which 
have subsequently been shown to be an inefficient use of the teams.  In particular, 
there have been occasions where the team in one zone have been sent to retrieve 
organs in another part of the country, only for another team from a different zone to 
be sent to retrieve organs from the original zonal team area. This results in excess 
travel and costs as well as increasing the overall travel time for the retrieval services. 
 
The resolution of these issues requires centralisation of the coordination in order to 
better understand where each team is at any point in time.  As yet, much of the data 
required to understand how the teams can be coordinated more efficiently is not 
available.  The objective of this phase 1 proposal is therefore to centralise the 
coordination and collect the data that is necessary to identify further improvements in 
the future.  Phase 1 is therefore primarily a learning phase.  It will allow NHSBT to 
start to build a protocol for the future coordination of NORS teams, working closely 
with the affected clinicians.  Phase 1 is also expected to allow us to avoid the worst 
excesses of team crossovers and reduce time that is currently spent calling teams 
that are already mobilised.  
 
Current Process: 
 
Currently, the Specialist Nurses call their first zonal NORS team to mobilise as soon 
as they have gained consent and placed an abdominal cardiothoracic organ.  Some 
teams give an early indication to their first team as soon as consent is received.  If 
the first team is unable to mobilise (commonly because they are attending another 
donor) SNODs then call each team in sequence to see if they can mobilise and, if 
not, which donor they are currently attending.  This is added to the ORI form.  The 
sequence to call is documented for each hospital.  If they are unable to mobilise a 
team, they escalate to the Regional Manager on call.  No consideration is given to 
other activity and when teams may become free. 
 
Issues with the current process: 
 
§ There is currently no central point of information.  It is impossible for the 

SNOD to know which zonal team is where.  A lot of time is therefore spent 
calling teams who are already allocated. 

§ Given the lack of information, the SNOD cannot know whether there is 
another donor in a nearby region, or a region closer to the team s/he is 
calling, which may require a retrieval team before the team can get to their 
hospital.  This results in teams being allocated across zones. 

§ There is a practice of giving early warning of potential donors to the local 
zonal team prior to organ acceptance.  Practice varies and there are differing 
views as to the usefulness of this notification 

§ The Duty Office is not informed, as a matter of course, when a retrieval team 
is allocated.  The Duty Office is only informed after retrieval. 

§ Anticipated theatre times are not referenced when allocating teams. 
§ Delays in the process (especially in DCD donors) are not always flagged up 

to the retrieval teams. 
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§ Cross-clamp time is not communicated to the Duty Office in theatre but is 
recorded only after retrieval.  Awareness of the cross-clamp time could be 
used to identify when a team is likely to become available again. 

§ There is no record of a team returning to base and officially becoming 
available. 

 
Proposed Phase 1 Process: 
 
The Specialist Nurses (following consent and the placing of an abdominal and 
cardiothoracic organ) will call the Duty Office, who will consult the mobilisation 
sequence for the donor hospital and identify the next available team for the SNOD to 
call.  The Duty Office will identify the team based upon the sequence list; knowledge 
of who is currently mobilised and when they were mobilised/cross clamp time. 
  
The SNOD will inform the Duty Office when they have confirmed mobilisation of a 
team along with the anticipated theatre time. 
 
The SNOD will then inform the Duty Office at Knife to Skin time and cross clamp 
time. 
 
The NORS Team will call the Duty Office to inform them that they have returned to 
base. 
 
The Duty Office will document the NORS team attending each donor, Knife to Skin, 
cross clamp and return to base times on a white board/electronic screen. 
 
Benefits of Phase 1: 
 
While phase 1 will not address all of the issues in coordination, it will offer a number 
of immediate benefits both to the Specialist Nurses and the NORS teams.  These 
include: 
 
§ Reduced telephone calls to NORS teams when already mobilised. 
§ Reduced telephone calls for SNODs to make to teams already mobilised. 
§ Reduction in overall time elapsed in mobilisation process 
§ Possible early identification of opportunities for back-to-back local retrievals 

rather than extended out of zone travel 
 
Outstanding Issues: 
 
There are some outstanding issues which will need to be resolved: 
  
1) Reporting on the ORI form – The current ORI form will only be partially relevant to 
the new process – primarily those parts dealing with failure to mobilise for reasons 
other than attending another donor and breaches of the muster and arrival times.  
Ideally the form will be amended and only used for reporting breaches of agreed 
contracts. It is necessary to confirm how the form is used more widely in reporting by 
Statistics and Clinical Studies before these changes can be made. 
 
2) The phase 1 proposal offers only limited opportunities to reduce cross overs of 
teams.  It will make more visible the most obvious times when the local team may be 
available again sooner than a distant zonal team can attend.  It will not, however, 
take into account projected activity based upon offering under way (which may take 
several hours) or the likelihood of DCD donors proceeding.  This kind of analysis will 
need to follow once the information about mobilisation is held centrally.   
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Timetable for Phase 1: 
 
NRG Approval:        27th June 2014 
Communication to NORS teams:     July 2014 
Procedure changes and training to SNODs and Duty Office: June-July 2014 
Operational:         4th August 2014 
 
It is anticipated that phase 1 will need to run for at least 6 months, while discussions 
around further phases are commended.  This will include mobilising based upon 
projected activity, likelihood of donation proceeding, and remobilising teams already 
attending a donor, for example. 
 
 
Aaron Powell 
Assistant Director, Transplantation Support Services 
10th June 2014 


